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Scrub Suit Access:

• Please utilize your employee badge to access scrub and linen machines.
  • You should be registered, if you feel you are not or your badge does not work please contact the GME office at 801-581-2401.

• Each student will be given “3 floating credits”
  • This is a one for one system, when you return your scrub you will get your credits back.
  • Additional credits will not be given out – if you have any issues please reach out the GME office.

• Scrubs should be checked out and returned at the beginning and end of each day.

• All scrubs must be returned before graduation check out.

Linen Cart Access (ED Only)

• Scan your badge, slide open the door and take what you need!

*Please remember if we are all good stewards of the system it works better for everyone!
QUICKLY ACCESS SCRUBS

*scrubEx DISPENSER*

**USE**
Use your hospital ID

**OPEN**
Open the door

**TAKE**
Take your scrubs

Dispenses the correct size scrub as quickly as **2.8 seconds**.
Deducts one from your available credit.
QUICKLY RETURN SCRUBS

**scrubEx RECEIVER**

**USE**
Use your hospital ID

**OPEN**
Open the door

**RETURN**
Return your scrubs

Adds one to your available credit.

Watch the video
QUICKLY ACCESS LINEN

alEx LINEN CENTER

SCAN
Scan your hospital ID

OPEN
Open the door

TAKE
Take the linen you need

Watch the video
Thank You!

QUESTIONS?